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More information about ubiqua is available at ubiqus.com. FAQS What is the exact definition of the term
“ubiqua”? “ubiqua” is the name of an open-source product developed by Ubiqua. The ubiqua system is a fully
homomorphic encryption-based biometric authentication and access control system. The Ubiqua homepage
includes an excellent description of the application, and it can be found here: Why do you call it the “ubiqua

biometric authentication and access control system”? The name “ubiqua” has a technical meaning. The ubiqua
system is based on a novel approach to encryption called fully homomorphic encryption, which is a one-way

function that behaves as a standard encryption function, in terms of efficiency and practicality. With this type
of encryption, “ubiqua” is a biometric authentication and access control system. As the technology and

applications develop, the name will adapt. What does “ubiqua” mean? “Ubiqua” means the same thing as
“ubiquitous” in many languages. Will ubiqua biometric authentication be used for what? Since the Ubiqua

biometric authentication system is intended to replace traditional authentication methods, most of the
applications are for what they have traditionally been used for: security and authentication. The chief advantage
is that the ubiqua authentication system can be used for any number of users, and at any time. There is no limit

to the number of times the biometric authentication can be used by the same user. Does ubiqua biometric
authentication require a hardware device? Biometric authentication using ubiqua is totally hardware-agnostic. It

can be done using any of a number of hardware devices: a fingerprint reader, a gesture recognition device, a
keystroke monitoring device, a smartphone, an RFID reader, a webcam, a smartcard reader, etc. Does ubiqua

biometric authentication use the same type of biometric data as a traditional authentication system? The ubiqua
authentication system can be used in the same way as a traditional authentication system. The biometric

authentication is carried out using a single type of biometric. The ubiqua system can also be used to authenticate
multiple users with a single biometric. It is important to
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